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Lähi-itä. Tuhoisa maanjäristys paljastaa maan syvyyksistä muinaisen Golgatan. Asiaa kiiruhtaa
tutkimaan nuori ja innokas arkeologi Nathan Lee rapid sekä demoninen professori Ochs.Korfu.
Upporikas antiikinkeräilijä Nikos ja hänen ystävänsä kokeilevat, miltä tuntuu avata vanha lipas ja
hengittää menneisyyden ilmaa. Tuhon siemen on kylvetty...Los Alamos. Miranda Abbot purkaa
geenien arvoituksia. Hän kloonaa ihmisen.Kun maapallolla alkaa riehua pari tuhatta vuotta
vanha ruttovirus, kukaan ei ole turvassa. Nathan Lee rapid haluaa pelastaa pienen tyttärensä ja
Miranda Abbot koko maailman.Vuosi nolla on hypernopeasti etenevä apokalyptinen trilleri,
yhdistelmä seikkailua, jännitystä ja romantiikkaa. Kirjassa liikutaan hurjaa vaihtia ympäri
maailmaa - ja arkelogian sekä teknologian kautta jopa menneisiin vuosituhansiin. Teos saa
pohtimaan myös suuria kysymyksiä. Onko tieteen sokaisema ihminen asettumassa Jumalan
paikalle?
It’s time for an additional booklet review! How excited are you? Yeah, me too. this day I’ll be
reviewing yr Zero, by means of Jeff Long. you can also realize Jeff because the writer of The
Descent, probably the most influential books on my budding writing career. sometime i'm going
to meet Mr. lengthy and we are going to talk…after I gush some. Right. I’m purported to be
reviewing a book. right here goes.From the publisher:An archaeological manhunt is raging
within the holy land — a hunt for the old Jesus. For Nathan Lee Swift, a tender American box
researcher and expectant father, the road among noble discovery and the plunder of ruins is
sacred — until eventually the evening he crosses it. At a Roman landfill underneath the
crucifixion grounds often called Golgotha, Nathan Lee yields to his professor’s greed and turns
universal grave robber. His international — his unborn daughter — turns out misplaced to
him.Hundreds of miles away, at the distant Greek island of Corfu, a filthy rich collector pries
open his newest black-market buy — a fourteen-inch holy relic containing a vial of blood courting
again to the 1st century — and unleashes a two-thousand-year-old plague. because the
pandemic explodes from the Mediterranean basin and threatens to consume humankind,
Nathan Lee will get an opportunity at redemption. He embarks on an Odyssean trip again to the
us to discover his family.Skirting the sides of the world, Nathan Lee’s direction eventually leads
him to New Mexico, the place the best minds of technological know-how have converged at Los
Alamos to discover a vaccine. There Nathan Lee meets Miranda Abbot, a nineteen-year-old
prodigy. because the medication maintains to elude them, Miranda launches a determined
ultimate strategy: Vuosi nolla using human lab rats cloned from the 12 months zero. Nathan
Lee, the thief of bones, comes face-to-face with males made of the very relics he looted,
considered one of whom claims to be Jesus Christ, yet can also be sufferer Zero.Combining the
medical precision of The Andromeda pressure with the depth of vintage experience epics, Jeff
lengthy takes readers on a riveting voyage throughout the rubble of earthquake-torn Jerusalem,
the serenity of the excessive Himalayas, and the eerie sanctuary of Los Alamos. With Long’s
attribute originality, yr 0 races opposed to the apocalyptic clock, making a maze of twists,
outstanding Vuosi nolla atmosphere, and the conflict of technology and faith.If you’ve learn The
Descent, you’ll most likely like yr 0 as well. Mr. lengthy unleashes an historical pressure of virus
at the smooth world. Societies collapse, governments scramble, and folks die. complete nations

perish–Greece, France, China. ultimately the united states is left to go looking for a healing prior
to the complete globe is infected. That used to be one in all my puppy peeves approximately
this book. i assumed the various different nations may have attempted a bit more durable to
establish labs and mind trusts to strive against the virus. i might have beloved to have obvious
extra of a shared worldwide knowledge, rather than leaving such a lot every thing as much as
the US.Anyway, the famous person of this tale is Nathan Lee Swift. He’s a guy driven to the
shady facet of archaeology through his brother-in-law, changing into not anything greater than a
grave robber and looter with a purpose to help is new baby. With Nathan Lee, Mr. lengthy does
an excellent activity making a flawed, but very human, character. I loved following Nathan Lee
around the globe as he desperately attempted to come Vuosi nolla again to the united states
and his relatives simply to run into roadblock after roadblock. He was once a simple personality
to root for from the very beginning.Our different major personality is Miranda Abbott, the genius
daughter of Dr. Paul Abbott. We first meet her as Vuosi nolla a rebellious teenager who lives to
thwart her father who has performed not anything yet feed her brain with Vuosi nolla the
simplest tutors and mentors funds can buy. Later she turns into a huge determine in America’s
try out at discovering a cure, and Nathan Lee’s life. Her personality grew on me. from time to
time her younger strength saved the ethical excessive ground, the sunshine shining in darkish
times. that is humorous simply because she’s the one that comes up with cloning lifeless
parents from thousand years ago. Basically, she’s a scientist with a heart…which will get her
into hassle alongside the way.This Vuosi nolla publication takes at the continuously sensitive
topic of faith too. At first, Vuosi nolla the typical humans worship the plague sufferers
considering them to be angels. whilst the cloning begins, humanity can’t aid yet ponder whether
considered one of them is the particular Jesus from the Bible. should you learn any of the
stories for this book, you’ll see many people whinge in regards to the cloning and non secular
points of this book. I didn’t have an issue with either. Mr. lengthy is going out of his method to
convey either the clinical and the non secular elements of every little thing in 12 months Zero.
not just that, yet he does it in respectful and clever ways. you could inform he did lots of
research.For me, this booklet continuously obtained better. the start took a section to get going,
yet that’s to be anticipated with such a lot of items wanting realization and a global near to
destruction. belief Mr. lengthy to take you the place you want to go…until the end. Unfortunately,
I felt the finishing fizzled Vuosi nolla out rather than exploding in awesomeness. whereas there
have been passable conclusions to lots of the personality and tale arcs, the finishing simply kind
of happened. It didn’t think satisfying.If you’re partial to Jeff Long, caliber thrillers, or nice
writing, this ebook will attract you. Be forewarned, Mr. lengthy tends to take his readers on
grand adventures. 12 months 0 is not any different. make sure to cost it out. You won’t be
sorry.What I liked:•Superb characters. Nathan Lee was once a simple personality to root for. i
discovered myself desirous to see how his story opened up early on.•The technological knowhow in the back of the virus further layers to the story. It was once effortless to determine Mr.
lengthy took his time researching.•The non secular element was once attractive in context to
the story. i believe like Mr. lengthy took nice care in incorporating a non secular storyline, that is
no small feat contemplating how fanatical humans can be. I particularly like how while the chips
have been down, even the main medical minds grew to become to religion. Very
believable.•How large this tale felt. Readers are taken to locations like Nepal, China, and
Russia. Did i feel the full global was once loss of life off? Yes. this can be a grand tale that has
effects on billions of people. Apocalypse, anyone?•The antagonists have been simply as
plausible because the protagonists. outstanding minds are usually egotistical and hardened.

Readers think those humans might do whatever to be the 1st to find a cure, even homicide and
betrayal.•I enjoyed how this ebook demanding situations our inspiration of what it potential to be
human. I usually came upon myself thinking about what i might do within the face of difficult
offerings like those characters. Do the ends justify the skill when it comes to trying to find a
cure? may I positioned the wishes of the human race prior to these of my family?•The velocity
stored me turning pages lengthy after I knew I must have been sleeping.What I didn’t like:•It
takes a piece for every little thing to return into play. the start is a slightly sluggish yet now not
adequate to make you need to cease reading.•The finishing fizzles out. whereas I didn’t locate
it unsatisfactory, i might have beloved it to circulation extra smoothly. After a undeniable key
scene, the subsequent thirty pages or so felt lacking.•Nathan Lee jogged my memory a bit an
excessive amount of of Ike from The Descent.•I might have prefer to see extra of an
international attempt find a cure.Overall: I’d supply 12 months 0 4 out of 5 stars. first class
characters and plot strains make it a simple read. If faith is a sensitive subject, you might have
considered trying to guide clear. even if i think Mr. lengthy does an attractive activity taking non
secular strategies and developing compelling fiction, others might take issue. With that being
said, yr 0 is well worthy it slow Vuosi nolla and money.
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